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Recent studies of cooled oil emulsion droplets uncovered transformations into a host of flattened shapes
with straight edges and sharp corners, driven by a partial phase transition of the bulk liquid phase. Here, we
explore theoretically the simplest geometric competition between this phase transition and surface tension
in planar polygons and recover the observed sequence of shapes and their statistics in qualitative agreement
with experiments. Extending the model to capture some of the three-dimensional structure of the droplets,
we analyze the evolution of protrusions sprouting from the vertices of the platelets and the topological
transition of a puncturing planar polygon.
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Shape generating chemical systems are very literal
instantiations of Turing’s quest for the chemical basis of
morphogenesis [1]. Since they are to living systems what
the shadows perceived by the eponymous cavemen of
Plato’s allegory [2] are to reality, it is the apparent
simplicity of these systems that makes them ideal candi-
dates for untangling the physical underpinnings of morpho-
genesis. A promising exemplar of such systems, revealed in
recent work by Denkov et al. [3], is small, micron-sized oil
droplets suspended in an aqueous surfactant solution: as the
temperature of the solution is slowly lowered towards the
bulk freezing point of the oil, the initially spherical droplets
undergo remarkable shape transformations. The droplets
flatten, and evolve through a sequence of polygonal shapes
to first become hexagons, and later triangles or quadri-
laterals [Fig. 1(a)]. At later stages, droplets grow thin
protrusions, before ultimately thinning out into filaments.
This host of deformations was attributed to freezing of

the surfactant layer before the droplet bulk, upon which the
formation of a plastic rotator phase [4] of self-assembled oil
molecules next to the drop surface becomes energetically
favorable [Fig. 1(b)]. This rotator phase, characterized by
long-range translational order, rearranges into a frame of
plastic rods at the drop perimeter which supports the
polygonal structure [Fig. 1(c)]. Simple energy arguments
[3] were used to show that it is this rotator phase that must
provide the energy to overcome the surface tension of the
droplets and deform them. Other work [5] contends that

these and similar deformations observed in related systems
are the result of surface monolayer freezing only, however,
and this was further discussed in a series of very recent
papers [6–8]. The picture that emerges from this analysis is
that the initial deformations of the spherical droplets to
polyhedral shapes may be driven by the topological defects
and the associated elastic scalings [9,10] resulting from the
freezing of a planar, multi- or monomolecular layer, before
the formation of tubules of rotator phase stretches and
flattens the droplets. This expansion of the rotator phase
drives the transition between the different polygonal stages
as well as the later formation of protrusions, but the

FIG. 1. Shape-shifting droplets. (a) Main stages of droplet
shape evolution, following Ref. [3]. Initially spherical droplets
flatten, first into hexagons, then into quadrilaterals or triangles,
before growing thin protrusions. (b) Energy diagram, showing a
range of temperatures close to the melting temperature where the
formation of a rotator phase is energetically favored. (c) Cross
section of flattened droplet. A layer of plastic rotator phase has
formed at the edges of the droplet.
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underlying geometric and energetic balances have not yet
been spelled out.
Here, we present the first theoretical description of this

process: we analyze the competition between this formation
of the rotator phase and surface tension which resists the
deformations. Successive geometric approximations at dif-
ferent levels elucidate the dynamics of these polygonal
droplets. Our starting point is the experimental observation
that the edges of the polygonal droplets are nearly straight,
suggestive of a high energy cost to bend, and thus an even
higher cost to stretch the rotator phase.We therefore assume
the rotator phase to form straight, rigid rods at this point, but
relax this assumption in later parts of the analysis.Vertices of
the polygonal droplets correspond to defects in the rotator
phase. A very large majority of the interior angles of the
polygons are seen in experiments to have measures close to
60° or 120°, suggesting that the defect energy landscape has
strongminima near these values, whichwe therefore assume
to be the only possible interior angles. Let u, v denote,
respectively, the number of vertices with angles of 60° and
120°, so that if the polygons are convex,

60° × uþ 120° × v ¼ 180° × ðuþ v − 2Þ: ð1Þ

The resulting equation, 2uþ v ¼ 6, has four solutions over
the non-negative integers:

ðu; vÞ ¼ ð0; 6Þ; ð1; 4Þ; ð2; 2Þ; ð3; 0Þ: ð2Þ

There are five polygonal shapes satisfying these require-
ments, shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b): equiangular hexagons,
pentagons, two types of quadrilaterals (isosceles trapezoids
and parallelograms), and equilateral triangles. These shapes
have variable aspect ratios, and by contracting one of the
sides to zero while extending the neighboring sides, hex-
agons can evolve into pentagons, and pentagons can evolve
into either trapezoids or parallelograms. Of the latter two,
only the trapezoids can evolve into triangles. This recovers
the experimental sequence of shapes and, in particular, the

observed dichotomy between triangles and quadrilaterals as
final outcomes [Fig. 1(a)].
The discrete defect energy has thus constrained the

analysis of possible shapes, but does not otherwise affect
the shape dynamics. At the next level of the description, we
therefore turn to the energetics of the droplets. Let V be the
droplet volume, assumed fixed, and S its curved surface
area, and assume that V is the sum of the volumes of the
rotator and liquid phases, V ¼ Vr þ Vl, and that their
densities are equal. With μr and μl the chemical potentials
per unit volume of the rotator and liquid phases, the energy
of the droplet is

E ¼ μlVl þ μrVr þ γS; ð3Þ

where γ ≈ 5 mN=m is the (constant) surface tension [7,11].
For the phase change to the rotator phase to be energetically
favorable, Δμ≡ μl − μr > 0. At the temperature Tr of the
liquid-to-rotator phase transition [Fig. 1(b)], the two phases
are in equilibrium, with Δμ ¼ 0. When the system is cooled
belowTr,Δμ ¼ ΔSlrðTr − TÞ, whereΔSlr≈6×105N=m2K
is the entropy of transition per unit volume from the liquid
to the rotator phase [12] andTr − T ≈ 1 Kduring the platelet
stage is sufficient to overcome the energy cost associated
with the expanding droplet surface. Next, we approximate
Vr ¼ ArP, where P is the perimeter of the polygonal frame
and Ar is a characteristic cross-sectional area of the rotator
phase [Fig. 1(c)], depending on the intrinsic properties of the
oil and the surfactant. Approximating the cross section of
the rotator phase as a semicircular ring of outer diameter
H ≈ 2 μm and thickness h ≈ 100 nm [3,7] [Fig. 1(c)], we
estimate Ar ≈ 0.3 μm2.
Omitting constant terms and rescaling with the perimeter

P0 ¼ ð6π2VÞ1=3 of the initial spherical droplet, we obtain
the dimensionless energy E ¼ E=γP2

0,

E ¼ S − αP; α ¼ Ar

V1=3

Δμ
ð6π2Þ1=3γ ; ð4Þ

FIG. 2. Model of shape-shifting droplets. (a) Classification of polygonal shapes with interior angles of 60° or 120°, and transitions
between shapes. (b) Experimental image of pentagon state. (c) Simplest droplet model: a polygonal frame of area A and perimeter P
defines a flat droplet of surface area S ¼ 2A. (d) Extended droplet model: conservation of the droplet volume V and the finite height H
of the rim of rotator phase modify the relation between S andA. (e) Droplet energy: effect of competing surface tension and tendency to
form rotator phase illustrated for the simplest, triangular droplet shape.
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where S ¼ S=P2
0 and P ¼ P=P0. This Gibbs-like energy

results from a Legendre transform from a statistical
ensemble of constant P to one where α is held fixed.
The dimensionless α > 0 is the key parameter of our
analysis. For initial droplet radii of 1–50 μm[7],we estimate
α ≈ 5.7–0.1. In the experimental system, α varies because of
the variation of Δμ with temperature (and thus with time),
the variations of Ar resulting from the kinetics of phase
change, and, to a lesser extent, the weak variation of γ with
temperature [7]. Here, we shall assume α to be constant for
simplicity, thereby averaging over this time variation.
The next step is to relate the surface area S to the

geometry of the polygonal frame, which spans an area A.
In the simplest approximation, we consider a flat two-
dimensional droplet [Fig. 2(c)], for which S ¼ 2A. This is
the leading-order term of an expansion of S with correc-
tions [14] arising from volume conservation and the
thickness H ≈ 2 μm [3] of the rim of rotator phase
[Fig. 2(d)] that we shall consider later.
The competition captured by Eq. (4) between the rotator

phase and surface tension is illustrated for equilateral
triangles in Fig. 2(e), where E ¼ ffiffiffi

3
p

b2=2 − 3αb, with b
the edge length. Surface tension acts to decrease the side
lengths of the triangle, which the formation of the rotator
phase tends to expand. For the other shapes, disproportio-
nation of edge lengths gives additional degrees of freedom,
and we must derive the equations governing the shape
dynamics to explore this aspect. We impose a standard
constitutive law [13], that the normal velocity of the perimeter
is proportional to the thermodynamic pressure resulting from
the corresponding energy variations, and derive the corre-
sponding equations in the Supplemental Material [14]. The
time scale for these deformations is set by the effective
viscosity L of the droplets [14]. Videos showing the numeri-
cally computed evolution of hexagons into triangles, paral-
lelograms, or trapezoids are available online [14]; whether a
trapezoid evolves into a triangle or not depends on the aspect
ratio of the droplet when it reaches the trapezoid state.

A linear stability analysis around the regular hexagonal
shape [14] reveals three linearly independent growing
modes: a triangle mode [Fig. 3(a), scaled eigenvalue 1]
and two parallelogram modes [Fig. 3(b), scaled eigenvalue
2=3]. We take these eigenmodes as a basis for initial
perturbations of prescribed magnitude ε around the regular
hexagon and map the perturbations yielding, respectively,
triangles, parallelograms, or trapezoids onto the surface
of a sphere [Fig. 3(c)]. Varying the parameters α (in the
experimental range determined above) and ε, we compute
the respective extents of these regions and thus the
proportion of initial hexagons evolving into triangles and
parallelograms [Figs. 3(d) and 3(e)]: at small ε, hexagons
are overwhelmingly likely to evolve into triangles, but as ε
is increased, parallelograms and trapezoids dominate, with
trapezoids somewhat less likely to arise than parallelo-
grams. To relate this to experiments, we observe that ε
should increase with increasing cooling rate: at faster
cooling, the arrangement of topological defects on the
surface of the spherical droplet is less regular at the time
when the rotator phase starts to form. Thus, the higher the
cooling rate, the less likely droplets (of the same initial size)
are to evolve into triangles, as observed in experiments [7].
Further, small variations in the positions of the topological
defects on the surface are exacerbated by the small surface
area of the smaller droplets, and thus ε ∝ V−2=3. Since
α ∝ V−1=3, it follows that, if all parameters other than V are
held constant, α ∝ ε1=2. Hence, from Fig. 3(a), smaller
droplets are less likely to evolve into triangles. This
corresponds to the experimental observation [7] that small
droplets are very likely to elongate into thin rods. In
experiments [3] with 15 μm droplets (α ≈ 0.4) at a cooling
rate of 0.2 K=min, about a quarter of the droplets evolved
into triangles. From Fig. 3(a), we estimate ε ≈ 0.09 for this
cooling rate.
We now turn to the topological transition of droplet

puncture: experimentally, some parallelograms elongate
into thin rods, while others puncture in their center before

FIG. 3. Droplet modes and shape statistics. (a) Triangle mode (T), with eigenvalue 1. (b) Parallelogram mode (P), with eigenvalue 2=3.
There are two linearly independent modes of this ilk; others are obtained by rotation by 60° or 120°. (c) Shape regions for perturbations
of fixed magnitude ε around the hexagon state, with eigendirections T and P indicated. Linearly independent P modes span the
equatorial plane. Parameter values are α ¼ 1, ε ¼ 0.04. (d) Proportion of initial hexagons that evolve into triangles in ðε; αÞ space.
(e) Proportion of initial hexagons that evolve into parallelograms in ðε; αÞ space.
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freezing [Fig. 4(a)], a strong experimental signature of the
formation of rotator phase next to the perimeter [3]. A
parallelogram with side lengths a, b is most conveniently
described in terms of its perimeterP ¼ 2ðaþ bÞ and aspect
ratio ϱ ¼ a=b [Fig. 4(c), inset]. By symmetry, we may
restrict the analysis to 0 < ϱ ≤ 1. As the droplet expands, its
surface inverts because of the finite thicknessH of the rim of
rotator phase [Fig. 4(b)]. The drop punctures when, at a
given aspect ratio, the depth d of the inverted cap reaches the
value H=2. The condition d ≥ H=2 is equivalent to the
droplet exceeding the critical perimeter [14],

PcritðϱÞ ¼ C
V1=6

H1=2

1þ ϱffiffiffi
ϱ

p gðϱÞ; ð5Þ

where C ≈ 0.75 is a numerical constant, and where gðϱÞ
is a decreasing function of ϱ, with gð1Þ ¼ 1, that must be
evaluated numerically, although results do not change
qualitatively if it is taken to be constant [14]. The evolution
of P and ϱ is governed by [14]

_P¼8
ffiffiffi
3

p �
2αð1þϱÞ2ffiffiffi

3
p

Pϱ
−1

�
; _ϱ¼−

4
ffiffiffi
3

p

P
ð1−ϱ2Þ; ð6Þ

which has a fixed point at ðP; ϱÞ ¼ ðP�; 1Þ, with
P� ¼ 8α=

ffiffiffi
3

p
. Figure 4(c) shows a partial phase portrait

of this dynamical system, overlaid with the puncture
condition Eq. (5). The dynamics of the model thus allow
the two types of outcome seen in experiments: if
Pcritð1Þ > P�, droplets cannot puncture and must elongate
into thin rods, while, if Pcritð1Þ < P�, droplets with large
enough ϱ must puncture [Fig. 4(c)]. The condition

Pcritð1Þ > P� rearranges to β≡ αH1=2=V1=6 < β� ≈ 0.33.
Thus, droplets with initial radius R ⪆ 7 μm cannot punc-
ture; this value is borne out by experiments [7], although
the largest droplets freeze before reaching these stages.
Experiments, however, show that the smallest droplets very
rapidly elongate into rods without puncture. This signals
a breakdown of the assumption that H is independent of V:
for small droplets, the extent of the rotator phase becomes
comparable to the droplet size, and so the geometry and
kinetics of the rotator phase may no longer be neglected. An
analysis incorporating the intrinsic curvature of the rotator
phase [Fig. 1(c)] leads to an explicit dependence of H on
droplet size [14] and could explain the observed behavior,
but does not resolve its molecular origin. Further under-
standing of the kinetics of phase change must be gained to
explain the size dependence of this transition.
Finally, we address the formation of protrusions sprout-

ing from the vertices of the polygons. To this end, we must
relax our initial assumption that the droplets have straight
rigid sides, for otherwise the formation of a protrusion
corresponds to replacing one defect with two defects (one
of 120° with two 120° ones, or even one of 60° with two
150° ones), which is energetically unfavorable [16].
However, by the time protrusions appear in the exper-
imental system, the sides of the polygons are bent inwards
slightly. If we therefore allow the sides to bend elastically,
the defects at the vertices may be removed by bending
[Fig. 5(a)], allowing the growth of protrusions.
The energetics are particularly simple for triangles:

bending each of the sides of an equilateral triangle of side
length l into a circular segment of length l intercepting
an angle of 60° on a circle of radius 3l=π removes the
defects at the corners [Fig. 5(a)] and reduces the surface
area by an amount ∼l2 at a bending energy cost scaling as
lð1=lÞ2 ∼ 1=l. Hence, if l (or, equivalently, P) is large
enough, the disappearance of the defects is energetically
favorable. The same criterion applies, perhaps counter-
intuitively, to parallelograms or trapezoids [14]. It is,
however, clear that more bending is required to remove
a defect of 120° than one of 60°, and, hence, we expect
protrusions to grow only from the acute angles of paral-
lelograms or trapezoids, as observed [Fig. 5(b)].

FIG. 4. Droplet puncture. (a) Punctured parallelogram as out-
come of droplet shape evolution. Scale bar 20 μm. (b) Idealized
cross section of an inverted droplet. (c) Trajectories of Eq. (6)
indicated by solid lines, overlaid with the puncture condition
Eq. (5), represented by dashed lines. Inset: Definition of geo-
metric variables. Thick solid line shows trajectory through saddle.
Parameter values are α ¼ 1, H=V1=3 ¼ 0.25, 0.047.

FIG. 5. Growth of protrusions. (a) Geometry: bending of sides
removes defects and allows protrusions to grow. (b) Parallelo-
grams and trapezoids sprout protrusions from 60° angles, but not
from 120° angles. Scale bar 20 μm.
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In the simplest model, protrusions either grow indefinitely
or do not grow at all: consider a parallelogramwith two equal
protrusions, each of nondimensional lengthp. Let αp denote
the characteristic nondimensional width of the protrusions.
In line with our previous assumptions, we assume αp to
depend on the material properties only. The energy is thus

E ¼ 2½Aþ αpð2pÞ� − α½P þ 2ð2pÞ� ¼ E0 þ 4ðαp − αÞp;
ð7Þ

where E0 ¼ 2A − αP is the energy in the absence of
protrusions. In particular, if α > αp, protrusions grow
ad infinitum and do not grow at all otherwise. We roughly
estimate αp ∼H=P0, and thus α=αp ∼ ArΔμ=γH ∼ 18, and,
hence, we do expect to see the formation of protrusions in
experiments. These experiments reveal, however, that pro-
trusions in parallelogramsmay shrink and disappear again as
the parallelogram elongates into a thin rod. This effect results
from volume conservation and the three-dimensional struc-
ture of the droplet [Fig. 4(b)]: after the curvature of the
droplet has changed sign, shrinking the protrusions reduces
the surface area (both of the protrusions and of the bulk of the
droplet, because volume conservation means that its surface
curves inwards less), but does incur a cost of reducing P.
This competition may cause the protrusions to shrink; in
particular, the surface area reduction is larger the smaller isA
(which is the reason why this effect is observed in elongated
parallelograms rather than triangles, for instance). This effect
is further enhanced, at the same A, for more elongated
parallelograms [14].
In this Letter, we have shown how the simplest com-

petition between a single phase transition and surface
tension in a discrete geometry affords a wealth of shape
transitions. Based on the experimental observations, the
model reproduces and explains the key experimental
findings of Refs. [3,7]: the sequence of shapes with the
observed dichotomy between triangles and quadrilaterals,
the alternative outcomes of puncturing quadrilaterals or
elongating rods, and the formation and dynamics of
protrusions exuding from the vertices of the platelets.
Taking the analysis from the plane to three dimensions
and understanding the geometric basis for the flattening of
the droplets is a key challenge for future work, as are the
kinetics of the phase change driving the shape evolution.
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